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Introduction
This Communications and
Engagement Strategy is a commitment
to our community.
The Strategy ensures our communications and community
engagement practices are open, transparent, influential
and meaningful and that we always close the loop. It is
further, a commitment to continual improvement and
achieving best practice to ensure optimal use of our
limited resources.
Our hope is that through this commitment we achieve an
effective, co-working relationship with our community.
The Strategy supports the following objective and
strategies of the Shire’s Strategic Community Plan:
•

Actively increase the level of engagement
with the community to ensure our community
has influence in the decisions that affect
their lives

•

Establish and maintain a customer focussed
communications approach throughout which the
community is informed, involved and empowered

•

Promote an organisational culture of safety, best
practice and continuous improvement where staff
live the brand

We have developed the Communications and
Engagement Strategy as the framework that will guide
Shire officers in their communication and engagement
endeavours in line with our community’s needs
and expectations.
Murray is on the move and in order for us to be effective
stewards of our community, we need to successfully
converse and engage so that the community are listened
to and understood, expectations are managed and a
shared vision motivates our efforts and achievements.
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Informing the Strategy
1. Community Consultation
Between May 2018 and January 2019, we consulted with our community through several research initiatives, in order to inform a
customer-focused Communications and Engagement Strategy that fosters a co-working relationship with our community through
open, transparent and effective communication, engagement and interaction.
Techniques Employed:
•

Community Perception Survey | MARKYT® Community Scorecard undertaken by CATALYSE®
Sent to all households within the Shire of Murray - 746 responses returned (online and hard copy)

•

Out of the Loop Communications Review undertaken by Pollinate
Staff workshop | 12 community interviews | Survey – 342 responses received (intercept, online and hard copy)

Outcomes Identified through Consultation Efforts:

COMMUNITY
MAKE-UP
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COMMUNITY
LIFESTYLE,
COMMUNICATION
AND ENGAGEMENT
PRIORITIES

COMMUNITYPREFERRED
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STRATEGIES
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EFFECTIVENESS
OF CURRENT
AND FUTURE
COMMUNICATION
METHODS

THE FUTURE
OF THE SHIRE’S
COMMUNICATIONS
AND ENGAGEMENT
PRACTICES

Learnings
Community Perception Survey
May/June 2018
The Shire engaged strategic planning and research company CATALYSE®, to undertake our biennial community
perception study through the administration of the MARKYT® Community Scorecard.
Communication
methods/channels
received average
ratings with
consultation rating
the lowest

Highlighted a
lack of awareness
of Shire’s social
media presence

Council leadership,
advocacy, lobbying
and informing
about local issues
were also average
performance areas

Opportunity
to improve
community’s
perception that
staff and Council
have a good
understanding of
community needs

Most Valued Aspects
of Murray:

Audiences Least Satisfied
with Communication Efforts:

Focus Areas:

• Sense of Community

• Barragup/
Furnissdale
• North Dandalup

• Value for money
from rates
• Services and
facilities for youth
• Pinjarra town centre
development
• Economic
development
• Maintenance and
enhancement of
river
• Conservation and
environmental
management

• Country feel
and atmosphere
with proximity
to metropolitan
services and
facilities including
Mandurah and Perth
• Natural assets
including river and
waterways

• North Yunderup
• Dwellingup
• Pinjarra/West
Pinjarra
• Males
• Respondents with
child 6 – 12
• Respondents with
child 13 – 17
• 35 – 54 year olds

• Access and services
for people living
with disabilities
• Footpaths and
cycleways
• Building and
maintaining local
roads
• Streetscapes
• Animal and pest
control

Out of the Loop Communications Review
December 2018/January 2019
The Shire engaged strategic research consultancy Pollinate to undertake the Out of the
Loop Communications Review, to better our understanding of our community’s
communication preferences.
Feedback determined audience segmentation, messaging and communication
channel preferences.
Feedback has established the way forward for the Shire’s communications approach.
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2. International Association for Public Participation
The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) is an international federation of member affiliates that seeks
to promote and improve the practice of community engagement, incorporating individuals, governments, institutions and
other entities that affect the public interest.
IAP2 Australasia is the affiliate for Australia and New Zealand and is the world’s leading community engagement association.
According to IAP2, community engagement is:
“An intentional process with the specific purpose of working across organisations, stakeholders and communities to shape
the decisions or actions of the members of the community, stakeholders or organisation in relation to a problem, opportunity
or outcome.”
IAP2 states that community engagement is based on the belief that those who are affected by a decision have a right to be
involved in the decision making process.
In order for engagement to occur, a level of influence derived from participants, must affect the decision made
or action taken.
The IAP2’s Public Participation Spectrum can be used to identify the increasing level of impact organisations, stakeholders
and communities can have on the decision/action. The level of participation can differ depending on goals, time frames,
resources and level of interest.
IAP2’s Public Participation Spectrum

PROMISE TO THE PUBLIC

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION GOAL

INCREASING IMPACT ON THE DECISION

INFORM

CONSULT

INVOLVE

COLLABORATE

EMPOWER

To provide
the public
with balanced
and objective
information to
assist them in
understanding
the problem,
alternatives,
opportunities
and/or solutions.

To obtain
public feedback
and analysis,
alternatives and/
or decisions.

To work directly
with the public
throughout
the process
to ensure that
public concerns
and aspirations
are consistently
understood and
considered.

To partner with
the public in
each aspect of
the decision
including the
development of
alternatives and
the identification
of the preferred
solution.

To place final
decision making
in the hands of
the public.

We will keep you
informed.

We will keep you
informed, listen to
and acknowledge
concerns and
aspirations, and
provide feedback
on how public
input influenced
the decision.

We will work
with you to
ensure that your
concerns and
aspirations are
directly reflected
in the alternatives
developed and
provide feedback
on how public
input influenced
the decision.

We will look to
you for advice
and innovation
in formulating
solutions and
incorporate
your advice and
recommendations
into the decisions
to the maximum
extent possible.

We will implement
what you decide.

© International Association for Public Participation www.iap2.org
As part of the Shire’s commitment to achieving a co-working relationship with our community and achieving best practice,
meaningful community engagement we need to adopt IAP2’s code of ethics and core values, as well as apply its Quality
Assurance Standard to our engagement processes.
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IAP2 CODE OF ETHICS

9.

1.

Purpose: To support public participation as a process
to make better decisions that incorporate the interests
and concerns of all affected stakeholders and meet
the needs of the decision making body.

2.

Role of Practitioner: Enhance the public’s
participation in the decision-making process and
assist decision-makers in being responsive to the
public’s concerns and suggestions.

3.

Trust: Undertake and encourage actions that build
trust and credibility for the process and among all
the participants.

4.

Defining the Public’s Role: Carefully consider and
accurately portray the public’s role in the decisionmaking process.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Openness: Encourage the disclosure of all information
relevant to the public’s understanding and evaluation
of a decision.
Access to the Process: Ensure that stakeholders
have fair and equal access to the public participation
process and the opportunity to influence decisions.
Respect for Communities: Avoid strategies that
risk polarizing community interest or that appear to
‘divide and conquer’.
Advocacy: For the public participation process and
will not advocate for a particular interest, party or
project outcome.

Commitments: Ensure that all commitments made to
the public, including those by the decision-maker, are
made in good faith.

10. Support of the Practice: Mentor new practitioners in
the field and educate decision-makers and the public
about the value and use of public participation.

IAP2 CORE VALUES
Public participation:
•

Is based on the belief that those who are affected by
a decision have a right to be involved in the decisionmaking process.

•

Includes the promise that the public’s contribution will
influence the decision.

•

Promotes sustainable decisions by recognising
and communicating the needs and interests of all
participants, including decision makers.

•

Seeks out and facilitates the participation of those
potentially affected by or interested in a decision.

•

Seeks input from participants in designing how
they participate.

•

Provides participants with the information they need to
participate in a meaningful way.

•

Communicates to participants how their input affected
the decision.

IAP2 Quality Assurance Standard Process for Community and Stakeholder Engagement
1

Problem Definition

2

Agreement of Purpose/Context and Identification of Negotiables and Non Negotiables

3

Level of Participation

4

Stakeholder Identification and Relationship Development

5

Project Requirements

6

Development and Approval of Engagement Plan

7

Execution of Engagement Plan

8

Feedback

9

Evaluation and Review

10

Monitoring

11

Documentation of Evidence
© International Association for Public Participation www.iap2.org
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Strategy Context
Shire of Murray

OVER 80
SERVICES
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OVER 750KMS
OF ROADS AND
90KMS OF
FOOTPATHS

OVER 220HA OF
PUBLIC PARKS
AND OVALS

OVER
43KMS OF
CANALS AND
WATERWAYS

9 BOAT RAMPS
AND PUBLIC
JETTIES

ANNUAL
BUDGET OVER
$45,500,000
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Strategy Context
Community

2019 Population: 18,667, expected to grow by
more than 37,000 people by 2031
(.id the population experts, November 2017)
2.4% Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
(ABS, June 2016)
The largest age group in 2019 is parents and
homebuilders (35 to 49), with a total of
3,241 persons (.id the population experts,
November 2017)

20.1% Living with a disability in a private dwelling
(.id the population experts, November 2017)
Average Household size: 2.5
(ABS, June 2016)
81.5% Have internet and home
(ABS, June 2016)

18% Born overseas
(ABS, June 2016)

No. of businesses: 1,106
(ABS, June 2017)

2.9% Speak a language other than English at
home, 99.1% proficient in English
(ABS, June 2016)

Main employer: mining, construction, retail,
manufacturing
(ABS, June 2016)
Unemployment: 6.8%
(.id the population experts, 2017
December quarter)

Median total income (excl. Government pensions
and allowance): $47,546
(ABS, June 2016)

5 primary schools, 1 high school
1 college – kindergarten to year 12
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What Success Looks Like
A co-working relationship whereby the community and Shire work together to
build resilient communities and places, through best practice, open, transparent
and effective communication and interaction and meaningful and
influential engagement.

Community
Engagement

Sense of
Belonging

Effective
Communication

Community members:

Council and staff act in
community’s best interest,
community trust/positive
perception in this regard

Reaching community with the
right messaging

•

Are influential and
involved in decisionmaking that affects
their lives

•

Engage with Council

•

Feel enabled
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Greater inclusiveness
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Using the most effective
channels
People are informed
Get involved

Key
Message
Pillars
PRO-ACTIVE ENABLERS (TO CREATE A
BETTER COMMUNITY)

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Create/zone appropriate areas
Initiate and collaborate

Reduce red tape

Advocate on community’s behalf

Encourage/incentivise food
industry growth

Protect lifestyle and resources

Establish partnerships to generate
business (especially for exporting)

VISION FOR THE AREA

TRANSPARENT

Sustainable lifestyle

We listen

Diversity of lifestyles

Feedback loops

Distinctive lifestyle
Set direction

Role

Brand

Caregiver (or Guardian) Archetype

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides structure to the world through service
Steward of the community
Other qualities the Shire wants to stand for/ be
perceived as:
•

Innovative

•

Entrepreneurial

•

Empathetic

Can-do
Proud
Community-focused
Cooperative and participatory
On the move
Inclusive, open and transparent

In order for the strategy to be successful, Shire Officers and Councillors must live the brand and fulfil the above role for
the community.
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Understanding Our Community
Communication Framework
Audience-first communication delivery
The following framework should be used to evaluate how best to communicate with our community,
to ensure our messages and communication channels deliver value for the intended audience.

Audience
Who are they?

Level of interest or impact
How interested are they in the topic of communication or what
impact will this communication topic have on the
intended recipient?

Preferred messages
What do they want to hear about?

Preferred Channels
How do they want to be communicated with?
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Focus Audiences
Five life stage and two engagement-focused audiences

RETIRED

SINKS & DINKS

INFLUENCERS

OLDER FAMILIES

BUSINESS
OWNERS

YOUNG FAMILIES

YOUTH:
UNDER 17

A basic life stage approach (with overlapping segments of Business Owners and Influencers) maximises similarities within
and between audiences. The community however, expressed strong sentiment toward their particular town/area (evidenced
in the qualitative interviews undertaken by Pollinate as part of the Out of the Loop Communications Review), and so
communication should be driven by life stage group, yet framed by location.
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Murray Youth
“I don’t really have anything
to do with the Shire of
Murray… I like the events,
but that’s about it”

MESSAGE
Currently have low engagement,
but are interested in being more
involved and hearing more

DEMOGRAPHICS
•

17 or younger

•

Under index for having pride in the area
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Less interaction with the local community
than all other resident groups, particularly for
website visitation

•

Youth are less likely to agree the Shire of
Murray always acts in the best interests of
the community, less likely to agree the Shire
is open for business and more likely to believe
it is losing its uniqueness

•

Youth over index on the desire for more
involvement with events organised by the
Shire of Murray
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Youth would like to continue to hear about
Shire events and regular and one-off local
events

•

Youth feel they are not hearing enough
about visions/plans for the future and major
projects or developments

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
•

Many youth find Shire of Murray
communication boring (41%), long winded
(33%), hard to understand (29%) and useless
(30%)

•

Desired channels for reaching youth are local
radio and social media and youth are more
open to receiving text messages than any
other group

•

Social media: Youth are more likely to be on
Instagram and Snapchat than Facebook

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT
•

•

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

1|

Events – Shire and wider district

1|

2|

Visions and plans for the future

Social media – Instagram (67%),
2 | Snapchat
(66%), Facebook (59%)

3|

Local news

3 | Local newspaper

4 | Major projects or developments

Local radio

4 | Temporary road signage
5 | Local noticeboard
6 | Shire of Murray website
7 | Text messages
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Young Families
Oldest child is under 10 years old
“We moved here to start
a family, and we love
that we can get involved
in the local community”

MESSAGE

Are highly engaged and
generally positive toward the
Shire of Murray

•

DEMOGRAPHICS

Young Families would like to hear a lot more
about visions/plans for the future, major
projects or developments, repairing and
maintaining facilities and local news

•

Would like to continue to hear about Shire
events and local events

•

Generally aged 25-44

•

Under index for perceiving the area as a place
that is open for business or prepared for the
future, over index for pride in the area and
consider Murray a place for families

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
•

Young Families have an overall positive
perception of Shire of Murray communication
– easy to understand, honest, relevant and
informative, however somewhat boring and
long winded

•

Desired channels for reaching Young Families
are social media, email and the website,
this group would also welcome more
communication via local newspapers and
local radio

•

Social media: this group is active on
social media, with all (100%) of this
audience on Facebook, half (52%) are on
Instagram and a third on Snapchat (35%)
and Pinterest (33%)

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT
•

Have high involvement with the Shire of
Murray and local community, in particular
having attended community events, and
being on a committee/association/group

•

Young Families are the least negative
regarding the perception that the Shire of
Murray always acts in the best interests of
the community

•

Young Families are content with the current
amount of involvement in events organised
by the Shire of Murray

INTERESTING TO NOTE
•

Page 16
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Just under half want to hear more
from the shire

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

Social media - Facebook (100%),
Instagram (52%)

1|

Visions and plans for the future

1|

2|

Major projects or developments

2 | Email communication

3|

Shire events

3 | Shire of Murray website

4 | existing facilities

4 | Local newspapers

5 | Important information

5 | LED sign

Repairing and maintaining

6 | Local radio
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Older Families
Oldest child is over 10 years old
“The Shire is doing a
good enough job, but
more needs to be done
for this area to prepare
for the future”

Positive toward the Shire of
Murray, and interested in
staying involved

MESSAGE

DEMOGRAPHICS
•

Generally aged 35-54

•

Highest household income of all audiences

•

Under index for perceiving the area as a place
for families, for retirees or for accommodating
its youth, does not feel the area is prepared for
the future or open for business

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT
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•

Relatively high involvement with the Shire
of Murray and local community, in particular
visiting the website and being on a committee/
association/group

•

Older Families are on an equal first with
business owners for being the most positive
in perceiving that the Shire of Murray always
acts in the best interests of the community

•

A quarter (26%) of Older Families would
welcome more involvement with events
organised by the Shire of Murray, however
most are content
Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray

•

Older Families would like to hear a lot more
about visions/plans for the future, repairing
and maintaining facilities and local news

•

They are very aware of Shire events and
would like this to continue

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
•

Older Families find Shire of Murray
communication to be relevant (90%), honest
(91%) and easy to understand (88%) however,
some find it long winded (24%), boring (21%)
and useless (19%)

•

Desired channels for reaching Older Families
are social media, email and the website,
this group would be happy to receive more
information via text message and local
noticeboard

•

Social media: all (100%) of this audience
are on Facebook, under half (45%) are on
Instagram and a third on Snapchat (39%)
and Pinterest (34%)

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

1|

Vision/plans for the future

1|

2|

Shire events

2 | Shire of Murray website

3|

Major projects or developments

3 | Email communication

Social media - Facebook

4 | Economic development

4 | Temporary road signage

Repairing, maintaining
5 | existing
facilities

5 | Local newspapers
6 | LED sign

Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray
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SINKS/DINKS
Single income, no kids
Double income, no kids

“This is a great place, I just
want it to stay that way”

MESSAGE

Low engaged, online focused
group, interested in knowing
future plans

DEMOGRAPHICS
•

Generally aged 45 and over

•

Under index for adequate public transport,
over index for feeling the area is changing
too quickly, are proud of the Shire as a place
to live, do not really feel that the Shire is open
for business or prepared for the future
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More likely to have interacted with the Shire of
Murray online via website visitation and email,
less likely to have attended community events

•

SINKS/DINKS are less likely to agree the Shire
of Murray always acts in the best interests of
the community

•

One in five SINKS/DINKS would like to be more
involved in events organised by the Shire of
Murray – on par with the general population
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SINKS/DINKS would like to continue to hear
about important information and major
projects or developments

•

SINKS/DINKS feel they are not hearing
enough about visions/plans for the future
and local news

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
•

SINKS/DINKS epitomise the perception of
Shire of Murray communication – mostly
easy to understand, informative and honest,
however somewhat long winded, irrelevant
and boring

•

Desired channels for reaching SINKS/DINKS
are the website, email and social media, this
group would also welcome more community
meetings

•

Social media: nearly all (96%) of this audience
are on Facebook, with low involvement across
other social media channels

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT
•

•

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

1|

Vision/plans for the future

1|

2|

Important information

2 | Email communication

3|

Major projects or developments

3 | Social media - Facebook

Shire of Murray website

and one-off events and
4 | Regular
Shire events

4 | Local newspapers

5 | Economic development

5 | E-news

6 | Local news
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Retired
“I love living here and I
enjoy seeing how the area is
always evolving”

MESSAGE

Very positive toward the
location, less positive toward the
Shire of Murray

DEMOGRAPHICS
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•

Retirees would like to hear more about
visions/plans for the future and local news

•

They are aware of major projects and
developments and would like this to
continue

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS

•

Generally aged 65+

•

Over index for pride in the area, perceiving
the area as a place for retirees, maintaining
uniqueness, being prepared for the future and
being open for business

•

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT

Retirees find Shire of Murray communication
to be honest yet long winded and boring (a
notable minority of retirees are dissatisfied
with Shire communications)

•

Desired channels for reaching Retirees are
local newspapers, Shire of Murray website,
e-news and email

•

Social media: 87% of this audience are on
Facebook, and have very low engagement
with all other social media channels

•

Somewhat involved with Shire of Murray
and local community, mostly via the website
and email, less involved with committee/
association/groups than families

•

Only 52% of Retirees perceive the Shire of
Murray as always acting in the best interests of
the community, the second lowest perception
(after youth)

•

Two thirds of Retirees state they receive just
the right amount of communication from the
Shire of Murray – the highest score for this,
however a third want to hear more
Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

1|

Visions and plans for the future

1|

2|

Major projects or developments

2 | Shire of Murray website

3|

Local news

3 | E-news

Local newspapers

4 | and one-off events

4 | Email communication

5 | Important information

5 | Hard copy newsletter

Repairing and maintaining
6 | existing
facilities

6 | Temporary road signage

Shire events and regular

7 | Economic development

Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray
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Influencers

Are on a committee/group/association
“I love being involved
in my local area, I wish
the Council would share
even more information
with us”

MESSAGE

Highly involved yet want to
know even more about what
is going on

DEMOGRAPHICS
•

Are present across all age groups

•

Over index for pride in the area and perceiving
the area as being open for business,
maintaining its uniqueness, a place for families
and retirees

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT
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•

Are the most involved with the Shire of Murray
and local community via all possible channels,
with half (51%) having spoken to Councillors
and half (51%) having emailed the Shire of
Murray

•

62% of Influencers perceive the Shire of
Murray as always acting in the best interests
of the community

•

Despite this high level of involvement, nearly
half (42%) would like to hear more from the
Shire of Murray
Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray

•

Influencers would like to hear more about
visions/plans for the future and local news

•

They are very aware of events and have little
interest in hearing about business related
matters

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
•

Influencers find Shire of Murray
communication to be informative and easy
to understand, yet long winded

•

Desired channels for reaching Influencers
are social media, which is already strong, and
email, which requires work

•

Social media: 87% of this audience are on
Facebook, and nearly half have Instagram
(46%) while a quarter (26%) have Pinterest

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

1|

Visions and plans for the future

Social media - Facebook (87%),
1 | Instagram
(46%)

2|

Major projects or developments

2 | Email communication

3|

Local news

3 | Shire of Murray website

4 | existing facilities

4 | Local newspapers

5 | Economic development

5 | Community meetings

6 | Shire events

6 | E-news

7 | Important information

7 | Temporary road signage

Repairing and maintaining

Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray
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Self-Employed or Business Owner
“I love this area and I think
the Shire is doing a
good job”

MESSAGE

Highly engaged and keen
to hear more

DEMOGRAPHICS
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•

Business Owners would like to hear more
about visions/plans for the future, important
information and economic developments

•

They would also like to hear more local news
than is currently the case

•

Mostly older than 45 (61%)

•

Most likely to be SINKS/ DINKS (54%) or Older
Family (25%)

•

Over index for a place for families, pride in the
area and perceiving the area as maintaining
its uniqueness, 39% feel the Shire is open for
business and only 29% believe that the Shire
is prepared for the future

•

INTERACTION/
INVOLVEMENT

Business Owners are the most positive
regarding Shire of Murray communication,
rating it as easy to understand, honest,
relevant, interesting and informative in
particular

•

Desired channels for reaching Business
Owners are email, social media and e-News

•

Social media: 96% of this audience are on
Facebook, nearly half have Instagram (46%)
and a third (36%) have LinkedIn

•

High interaction with Shire of Murray with
high website visitation (81%) and a third (35%)
have spoken to Councillors

•

Business Owners have the most positive
perception of the Shire of Murray, with 64%
perceiving the Shire of Murray as always
acting in the best interests of the community

•

However still a quarter (23%) would like to be
more involved
Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS

TOP MESSAGES
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

CHANNELS
IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

1|

Visions and plans for the future

1|

2|

Important information

Social media - Facebook (96%)
2 | Instagram
(46%)

Email communication

3 | Economic development

3 | E-news

4 | Shire events

4 | Shire of Murray website

5 | Major projects or developments

5 | Community meetings

6 | Local news
7 | Business related matters

Communications and Engagement Strategy | Shire of Murray
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Action Plan
Guiding Principles
1. Customer-focused, targeted, succinct, timely and accessible
communication that embraces audience preferred online channels
2. Transparent, meaningful and influential community engagement

Communications
Aspiration

Current
•

Hit and miss communication with
methods determined by past practice
and/or in reaction to unsubstantiated
feedback and reactive messaging

•

Planned, proactive, effective, community-focused
messaging delivering value for the community using
best practice, community-focussed methods to ensure
an informed, empowered and participatory community

•

A co-working relationship with the community,
underpinned by the belief that Shire Staff and
Councillors understand the community’s needs, act in
the community’s best interest and advocate and lobby
for and on behalf of the community

•

The community perceive value for money is delivered
from rates, know the shared vision and are proud to live
in Murray

Measures
•

An upward trend in the results of
relevant sections of the community
and staff perception surveys and
communications review

•

Sentiment tracking

STRATEGIC, COORDINATED MESSAGING
Ensure communication is customer-focussed, strategic, coordinated, consistent and proactive
Actions

1|

Annually identify and define strategic campaigns, major projects, key deliverables and initiatives and
prepare communication plans (including community engagement plans where relevant)

2|

Develop and implement a communications campaign in line with the revision of the Strategic Community
Plan to inform the community about the long-term plans and vision for Murray

3|

Develop and implement an annual public relations campaign to build on community/Council/Shire
relationships

4|

Develop and implement an annual campaign to communicate service messaging to the community

5|

Develop and implement a process that informs annually and maintains a calendar of road, shared path and
facility projects/upgrades as well as Shire and community events

6|

Engage with the community to determine how the Shire can better deliver value for rates and prepare and
implement a plan to achieve outcomes of the engagement process

7|

Review current communication and engagement with influencers and specialised groups including
Aboriginal and Access and Inclusion, to define groups, current channels of communication and messaging,
identify areas for improvement to strengthen relationships and meet communication needs

8|

Develop annual content calendars per target segment, to plan message delivery in line with communication
preferences
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9|
10 |

Develop a Recovery Management and Brand Continuity Plan
Resource and restructure the communications department to be more strategically aligned and focused

BRAND MANAGEMENT
Ensure a consistent brand is communicated to the community across all moments of truth
Actions

1|
2|
3|

Develop an annual campaign to empower staff to live the brand
Develop and adopt a Plain English standard for Shire communications
Develop a Signage Strategy to inform consistent fit-for-purpose and user-focussed signage

DIGITAL
Ensure a customer-focussed, integrated, well designed, dynamic and functional digital communication offering
Actions

1|

Develop and implement Digital Communications and Content Strategies including a redeveloped Shire
website and integration with the Corporate Business System

2|

Develop a Social Media Strategy to ensure effective, customer-focussed use of channels, messaging and
content and ensure consistent style and personality across platforms

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Ensure customer service is exemplary of Shire brand and role
Actions

1|

Review customer service charter in line with Communications and Engagement Strategy

2|

Develop a plan for the review and updating of messages on hold to ensure effectiveness and customer
focus

3|

Develop and implement feedback loops to assess effectiveness of Shire of Murray performance to allow
continual business improvement and ongoing monitoring of customer perceptions (ensure integration
with Corporate Business System)
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Community Engagement
Aspiration

Current
•

Unclear, inconsistent engagement
process across organisation

•

Meaningful, influential and consistent engagement
across the entire organisation in accordance with the
International Association for Public Participation’s
Quality Assurance Standard

Measures
•

An upward trend in the results of
relevant sections of
the community perception survey and
communications review

•

Community feedback received
through evaluation of each community
engagement plan regarding quality
of process

WHEN WE WILL ENGAGE
The Shire will engage across organisations, stakeholders and community members when new plans, strategies, projects and/
or services are initiated or existing plans, strategies, projects and/or services are revised, where appropriate and especially
where the decision being made or action being taken impacts organisations, stakeholders and/or community members.
This commitment affects relationship building, community development, capacity building, community action, project
management, behaviour change, research and furthers the achievements of partnerships.
Responsible officers must commit to allocate appropriate funds and capacity to undertake community engagement.
There are instances where community engagement may not occur. These include but are not limited to:
•

A final decision having already been made by Council or another agency – however every effort must be made to
engage prior to decision-making

•

Council not having the jurisdiction to influence a decision being made by another agency/organisation/party etc.

•

Insufficient time due to legislative or legal constraints

•

Ministerial exemptions

•

Health, safety and wellbeing concerns in which Council may need to respond quickly i.e. emergency situations

WHO WE WILL ENGAGE AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE
This will be determined through the development of an engagement plan prepared for each engagement process.
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ROLES OF COUNCIL, STAFF AND COMMUNITY
The Shire of Murray must adopt a proactive, dynamic attitude toward community engagement and provide an open exchange
of information between Council and Community.
Feedback must be an integral part of the engagement process, communicating to participants what the engagement
outcomes were and how these affected the decision made or action taken.
Councillors:
•

Have the responsibility to encourage active community member participation in community engagement activities

•

Listen to, understand and consider engagement outcomes and empower participants by allowing the outcomes to
influence decision making and/or action taken

•

Be advocates of the community based on sound engagement outcomes

Chief Executive Officer:
•

Drive Shire officers to embrace best practice community engagement as a core element of Shire culture

•

Ensure Council adequately resources the commitment to best practice community engagement

Executive Leadership Team:
•

•

Lead directorates to adopt best practice community engagement by ensuring:
•

The Shire’s commitment to meaningful community engagement remains at the forefront of all officers’ frame of
reference

•

Officers adopt and adhere to the IAP2 Core Values and Code of Ethics

•

Officers adopt and maintain a positive attitude toward meaningful community engagement

Be supportive and encourage sufficient allocation of resources to community engagement processes

Shire Managers and Officers:
•

Adopt and adhere to the IAP2 Core Values and Code of Ethics

•

Must appropriately allocate funds and capacity to undertake community engagement

•

Apply the IAP2 Quality Assurance Standard to all engagement processes

•

Ensure that engagement processes result in outcomes influencing decision or action

•

Empower (see IAP2 spectrum) community members, organisations and stakeholders wherever possible in engagement
processes so as not to disempower community energy or activation

•

Provide feedback to participants

•

Commit to continually improve the Shire’s community engagement efforts

Community/Stakeholders/Organisations:
•

Participate actively, openly and positively in engagement processes

•

Collaborate with the Shire to ensure continual improvement of engagement practices

It is further important to consider that organisations, stakeholders or communities can lead community engagement and a
well developed engagement plan, which achieves effective community, stakeholder and organisation interaction, will help
to ensure key outcomes are achieved for all participants.
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IAP2 Australasia Community Engagement Model

Community
Leads

Community leads
the engagement and the
organisation is responsible
for the action

Community leads
the engagement and the
community is responsible
for the action

Community advocacy

Community act and
contribute

Shared Leadership and Action
Organisation
Leads

Organisation
implementation

Behaviour change
Organisation leads the
engagement and the
community is responsible
for the action

Organisation leads the
engagement and the
organisation is responsible
for the action

Organisation Acts

Community Acts

© International Association for Public Participation www.iap2.org
Actions

1|

Develop and adopt a Community Engagement Policy to ensure community engagement is a strategic
consideration that guides Shire decision-making

2|

Implement regular familiarisation programs, with key Shire staff to embed best practice community
engagement in Shire culture

3|

Review the community engagement plan template and develop a community engagement toolkit, in line
with the IAP2’s Quality Assurance Standard, to inform the community engagement planning process

4|
5|
6|

Annually compile and maintain a community engagement calendar to coordinate efforts
Understand and embed best practice sampling to recruit representative and reliable samples
Ensure optimal use and community uptake of the Shire’s YourSay portal
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Media
Aspiration

Current
•

Missed opportunities for holistic
coverage of Shire of Murray
service delivery and wider district
announcements

•

Clear, consistent and factual information to media
contacts in a timely manner to maximise positive and
accurate coverage of Council decisions and Shire
activities as well as wider community events, initiatives
and areas of interest

Measures
•

Media monitoring, content analysis
and sentiment tracking

Actions

1|

Increase liaison to nurture relationships with media representatives through the provision of clear,
consistent, timely and accurate information and media responses, as well as facilitating an increase in the
provision of information for wider Murray events, initiatives and topics of interest

2|

Embed an internal culture of proactive identification of topics of potential media interest to ensure strategic,
proactive messaging wherever possible

3|

Investigate community preference for radio and develop a plan to increase use and coverage in line with
community preferences and messaging needs

4|

Investigate and implement best practice media and sentiment monitoring activities
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Reviewing and Reporting
Achievement of the Communications and Engagement Strategy will
be reported annually against its actions and aspirations as well as
specified measures.
The Strategy will be reviewed every four years.
The next review will take place in 2023.
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1915 Pinjarra Road,
Pinjarra WA 6208
PO Box 21 Pinjarra WA 6208

T: 08 9531 7777
F: 08 9531 1981
mailbag@murray.wa.gov.au
www.murray.wa.gov.au
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